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QUESTION 1
Which of the following kernel parameters instructs the kernel to suppress most boot messages?
A. silent
B. verbose=0
C. nomesg
D. quiet
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 2
Immediately after deleting 3 lines of text in vi and moving the cursor to a different line, which single character command
will insert the deleted content below the current line?
A. i (lowercase)
B. P (uppercase)
C. p (lowercase)
D. U (uppercase)
E. u (lowercase)
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 3
Which umask value will result in the default access permissions of 600 (rw-------) for files and 700 (rwx------) for
directories? (Specify only the numerical umask value.)
Correct Answer: 0077, 077

QUESTION 4
Which of the following commands brings a system running SysV init into a state in which it is safe to perform
maintenance tasks? (Choose TWO correct answers.)
A. shutdown -R 1 now
B. shutdown -single now
C. init 1

D. telinit 1
E. runlevel 1
Correct Answer: CD

QUESTION 5
Which of the following commands changes the number of days before the ext3 filesystem on /dev/sda1 has to run
through a full filesystem check while booting?
A. tune2fs -d 200 /dev/sda1
B. tune2fs -c 200 /dev/sda1
C. tune2fs -i 200 /dev/sda1
D. tune2fs -n 200 /dev/sda1
E. tune2fs --days 200 /dev/sda1
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 6
Which file should be edited to select the network locations from which Debian installation package files are loaded?
A. /etc/dpkg/dpkg.cfg
B. /etc/apt/apt.conf
C. /etc/apt/apt.conf.d
D. /etc/apt/sources.list
E. /etc/dpkg/dselect.cfg
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 7
What is the default nice level when a process is started using the nice command?
A. -10
B. 10
C. 20
D. 0

Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 8
Which variable defines the directories in which a Bash shell searches for executable commands?
A. BASHEXEC
B. BASHRC
C. PATH
D. EXECPATH
E. PATHRC
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 9
Which character, added to the end of a command, runs that command in the background as a child process of the
current shell?
A. !
B. +
C. and
D. %
E. #
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 10
Which of the following commands will change the quota for a specific user?
A. edquota
B. repquota
C. quota -e
D. quota
Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 11
What is the maximum niceness value that a regular user can assign to a process with the nice command when
executing a new process?
A. 9
B. 19
C. 49
D. 99
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 12
Which of the following statements is correct when talking about /proc/?
A. All changes to files in /proc/ are stored in /etc/proc.d/ and restored on reboot.
B. All files within /proc/ are read-only and their contents cannot be changed.
C. All changes to files in /proc/ are immediately recognized by the kernel.
D. All files within /proc/ are only readable by the root user.
Correct Answer: C
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